**Minot Forest instruments- 1/18/19**

**Obsolete/broken/incomplete instruments-**

5 Christmas Tress shop guitars- broken

2 Rogers snare drums- broken

1 First Act plastic electric drum – not in working order

Various small hand cymbals and hand percussion - poor condition

An old cheap dulcimer- broken

Music bingo set- moldy and incomplete

2 empty, broken instrument cases

Broken keyboard stand

Broken bass drum stand

Remo drum heads- not in usable condition

Various stands (?) – not usable

Various posters and books- moldy and out dated

Broken empty instrument case

King flute- no case, missing head joint, missing keys bent body

**Trumpets-**

King 600 series trumpet- no case- Serial #829165

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $65 to $100 WITH CASE (source- EBay)*

Bach trumpet- no case- Serial #859151

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $65 to $125 WITH CASE (source- EBay)*

Selmer Bundy trumpet with case- Serial # 755689- no mouthpiece

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $25 to $100 (source- EBay)*
**Trombone**

Olds- no spit valve- serial # illegible

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $95 to $150 (source- EBay)*

Selmer Bundy trombone- serial # 734766

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $60 to $150 (source- EBay)*

Conn trombone- serial illegible

Conn trombone- 069026

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $35 to $100 (source- EBay)*

**Saxophones**

Selmer Bundy alto with case- 699339

Selmer Bundy alto with case- 867036

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $55 to $150 (source- EBay)*

LaMonte alto with case- 1923591

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $51 to $89 (source- EBay)*

**Clarinet**

Selmer Bundy with case- 806162

Selmer Bundy with case- X689689

Selmer Bundy with case—no mouthpiece- 1250124 * (interested- Lara Schofield)

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $25 to $100 (source- EBay)*
**Flutes**

Armstrong flute with case- 704880* (interested- Lara Schofield)

Yamaha flute with case- model# YFL-22N- no serial number*(interested- Lara Schofield)

**Baritone horns**

Olds Ambassador- A30862

Olds Ambassador- A30871

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $140 to $400 (source- Ebay)*

**French Horns**

2 Olds Ambassador- no serial # on either

*CURRENT USED PRICE RANGE- $183 to $400 (source- Ebay)*

**Percussion**

UMI Snare drum- 7848

CB Snare drum

3 mountable toms

4 Quad drums, one not in great shape

Ludwig standing bass drum

Ludwig mounted wood blocks- 5 piece set

Hand Bell kit- pitched

Various composer records